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Abstract
A computational model for Qualitative Colour Description, named the QCD model, is defined
using the Hue, Saturation and Luminance colour space. This model can name rainbow colours,
pale, light and dark colours, and colours in the grey scale, and it has been parameterised by
participants of a study in two universities in Spain: University Jaume I and University of Sevilla.
The relational structure of the QCD model is analysed by means of a conceptual neighbourhood
diagram and it is used to formulate a measure of similarity for solving absolute and relative com-
parisons of qualitative colours. Moreover, a similarity measure between colour compositions,
called SimQCDI, is also developed. A survey test on several art compositions is carried out and
the results obtained by the participants are analysed and compared to the computational results
provided by the SimQCDI. Also, a comparison to the standard RGB Colour Histogram similar-
ity method is carried out, which shows that the proposed similarity is more intuitive and that the
results obtained are similar with respect to quantification. Finally, the cognitive adequacy of the
QCD model is also analysed.
Keywords: Qualitative Representations, Colour Model, Colour Naming, Similarity Measure,
Complementary Colours, Conceptual Neighbourhood Diagrams, Image Similarity, Cognitive
Adequacy
1. Introduction1
Human beings can see coloured surfaces because the light emitted by luminous objects, such2
as the sun or light bulbs, is reflected by these surfaces into their eyes and a proper nervous3
system allow them to experience it. There may be a light independent of an observer, but there is4
no colour independent of an observer, because colour is a psychological phenomenon that arises5
only within an observer [1].6
Human beings are called trichromats due to their three types of cone cells, or photoreceptors,7
that can capture three different light wavelengths (short, medium and long) and any colour can8
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be matched with some mixture of three others [1]. That is, coloured objects can be observed as9
different because their surfaces reflect different proportions of light at different wavelengths. In10
fact, people can distinguish a palette of around 7,000,000 colours [2]. However, in the practice,11
people communicating in English language seem to get along well with no more than about a12
dozen colour names.13
Furthermore, a real fact in human cognition is that people go beyond the purely perceptual14
experience to classify things as members of categories and attach linguistic labels to them, and15
colour is no exception. For example, fresh blood and ripe tomatoes are both classified as red,16
even though these objects reflect different wavelengths [1]. Humans also attach colours to objects17
and think about them qualitatively and as a constant: white wine, blue sea, etc. even though18
they know that white wine is in fact yellowish or golden and that the sea is sometimes grey or19
turquoise. In fact, some studies concluded that the basic colours that can be named by people are20
limited to about 10-20 [3].21
Human beings are not aware of how wavelengths are perceived by the photoreceptors of their22
eyes. What they are conscious of, is that they describe and compare colours by their names, that23
is, qualitatively, and viceversa. Colour representations in the mind are activated when colour24
words are read or heard [4]. Other studies on representing object colour in language compre-25
hension concluded that object colour is represented differently to other object properties such as26
shape and orientation [5]. And experimentation results showed that coherent colour representa-27
tion of objects enhances people’s object recognition and conceptualization [7].28
A computational approach for colour-naming can be easily interpreted by human users and29
then used for enhancing user-machine communication in many applications. A qualitative colour30
description can be assigned a meaning by relating it to an ontology [6] and, in this way, it could be31
interpretable by intelligent web agents and also by robotic agents. Thus, how colours are labelled32
is important because naming involves conceptual alignment with human cognition, meaning and33
human understanding.34
Given that there are no experimental results demonstrating the higher consistency with human35
perception of a colour space over any other, this approach, which deals with the challenge of36
defining a computational model for cognitive and adaptive colour-naming, has chosen the Hue,37
Saturation and Luminance (HSL) colour space as a baseline since, according to since, according38
to Clark [8], it captures the entire gamut1 of colours that humans can perceive.39
Another challenge appears when trying to compare two colour names. How is it possible40
to define the degree of similarity between blue and purple colours? Or which colour is darker:41
grey or dark blue? Or which colour is more yellowish: orange or pink? According to Palmer [1]42
human beings have a relational structure of colours in the mind: ‘Without a relational structure43
we would not experience different colours as being more closely related to each other (...) Nor44
would we experience grey as being intermediate between white and black; we would experience45
them only as different’. Therefore, to be able to compare colour names cognitively, they must be46
organised in a colour space. The model for colour naming and comparing defined in this paper47
is based on the relational structure or conceptual neighbourhood of colours in the HSL space.48
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents related work on colour nam-49
ing and comparing. The model for QCD is presented in Section 3 and parameterised in Section50
4. Section 5 explains the relational structure of the QCD model using a conceptual neighbour-51
hood diagram which is used in Section 6 to define a colour similarity measure to solve absolute52
1A colour gamut is the area enclosed by a colour space in three dimensions.
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and relative comparisons. Section 8 explains how to obtain the complementary of a given colour53
name in the QCD model. Section 9 describes how to compare two compositions/images using54
colour similarity (SimQCDI). Section 10 shows some experimentation carried out considering a55
scenario of art compositions and using SimQCDI to calculate the similarity between them. Sec-56
tion 11 compares the similarity values and the results obtained by a survey carried out to 10957
participants. Then the cognitive adequacy of the QCD model is discussed and the similarity be-58
tween qualitative colours (SimQCD) is analysed with respect to the literature. In order to study59
if the image similarity obtained by the QCD model (SimQCDI) is more intuitive or consistent60
with human perception than standard colour-based image descriptors such as RGB histograms,61
a comparative is carried out in this section. Finally, conclusions and future work are explained.62
2. Related Work on Colour Naming and Comparing63
From the point of view of colour vision psychophysics and colour categorization, colour64
models can be classified as: (a) descriptive or topological models, (b) geometric models, and (c)65
models based on chromaticity diagrams. Descriptive colour appearance models represent three66
subjective dimensions of colour and variation of them in topological terms defining spaces, such67
as: RGB (Red, Green and Blue), HSL (Hue, Saturation and Luminance), HSV/HSB (Hue, Satu-68
ration and Value or Brightness) and HSI (Hue, Saturation and Intensity). Some colour appearance69
models fulfill geometrical assumptions, i.e. the Munsell colour solid [9] where the perceptual70
distance between two colours is measured by the number of just noticeable differences [10].71
Colour models based on chromaticity diagrams are derived from a mixture of physical charac-72
teristics of three ideal light sources (red, green and blue) and they are defined mathematically73
as radial basis functions which provide additive and subtractive properties to them [11]: CIE2,74
Lab or Luv (Luminance and chrominance uv or ab), L*C*H* (Luminance, Chroma and Hue) or75
CIECAM02 (CIE colour appearance model)[12]. Other colour appearance models were created76
as a combination of others, i.e. HCL or L*C*H (hue, chroma and luminance)[13] inspired from77
HSL (descriptive/topological model) and CIE Lab (geometric model).78
In the literature, there are different colour-naming approaches defined on different colour79
models: (i) a colour name descriptor was defined based on the CIE Lab colour model [14]; (ii)80
an approach for computational colour categorization and naming was formulated based on the81
CIE Lab colour model and fuzzy partitioning [15]; (iii) a computational approach for colour82
categorization and naming and extraction of colour composition was developed based on the83
CIE Lab and HSL colour models [16]; (iv) fuzzy colour categories were defined based on the84
Musell Colour Solid and the HCL colour model [17]; (v) an experimental study using the Munsell85
Colour Solid was carried out where the colour ranges reflecting the colour naming and percep-86
tion of Turkish people for each colour term were obtained [18]; (vi) the dominant colour of a87
region (in HSV colour model) was converted into a set of 35 semantic colour names, some of88
them being related to natural scene images like sky blue or grass green [19]; (vii) an approach for89
colour-naming which introduced some semantic connotations, such as warm/cold or light/dark90
colours was defined on the HSL colour model [20]; (viii) twelve fundamental colours were de-91
fined on the CIE Luv colour space and semantic contrasts warm/cold, light/dark were given to92
them using Johannes Itten’s theory of colour [21]; (ix) a computational approach for colour per-93
ception and colour-naming was defined based on the CIE XYZ and CIE Lab colour [22]; and94
2CIE refers to the chromaticity diagram by the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage
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(x) a Colour Naming System (CNS) was formulated to quantize the HSL colour model into 62795
distinct colours [23].96
All the approaches described above provide evidence for the effectiveness of using different97
colour models and spaces for colour quantisation and naming. Note that names provided by the98
subjects are not affected by the specific way colours are encoded, and that quantisation algorithms99
can provide similar clusters based on similar data points. However, as Palmer [1] mentions: The100
subjective experience of surface colour has a very different structure from that of physical light.101
All the surface colours experienced by a person with normal colour vision can be described in102
terms of just three dimensions: ‘hue’, ‘saturation’ and ‘lightness’. Thus, according to Palmer[1]103
and to Sarifuddin [13], the spatial distribution of colours in the HSL model is cognitive and104
intuitive for humans to divide it into intervals of values corresponding to colour names. Note105
also that HSL is broken down according to physiological criteria: hue refers to the pure spectrum106
colours and corresponds to the dominant colour as perceived by a human; saturation corresponds107
to the relative purity or the amount of white light that is mixed with hue; and luminance refers108
to the amount of light in a colour. Previous approaches also chose HSL colour model for their109
studies [23, 20, 16]. In contrast to them, the colour model based on HSL presented in this paper110
is designed to be generally adaptable and kept as simple and universal as possible since the most111
human beings can only manage a reduced number of colour names [3].112
W3C3 also mentions that additional advantages of HSL are that it is symmetrical to lumi-113
nance and darkness which is not the case with HSV, for example. This means that: (i) HSV,114
when considering the value (V) at the maximum, it goes from saturated colour to white (which115
is not intuitive), whereas in HSL, the saturation (S) goes from fully saturated colours to grey;116
and (ii) in HSV, the value (V) only goes from black to the chosen hue, while in HSL, the lumi-117
nance (L) always spans the entire range from black through the chosen hue to white. Therefore,118
the HSL colour space is suitable to be divided into intervals of values corresponding to colour119
names and also intuitive for adding semantic labels to these names in order to refer to the richness120
(saturation) or the brightness of the colour (luminance)[13].121
Regarding similarity measures between colours, in the literature, different colour pixel sim-122
ilarity measures have been defined related to different colour models: (i) Euclidean distance is123
used in cubic representation colour models such as RGB or CIE Lab and occasionally in cylin-124
drical colour models like L*C*H [13, 24]; (ii) a cylindrical distance was defined to obtain colour125
similarity on cylindrical and conical colour models like HSL, HSV and L*C*H [25]; (iii) sim-126
ilarity values based on the Fuzzy C-Means were defined to compare fuzzy colour categories127
based on the Musell Colour Solid in [17]; (iv) an interval distance was formulated for comparing128
colour names defined on HSL colour space [26]; and other formulae were defined for computing129
colour difference in L*C*H and CIECAM02 [27] and HCL [13]. As far as we are concerned, all130
the similarity measures presented above are calculated from the numerical values of the colour131
coordinates.132
The approach presented in this paper obtains a similarity value between colour names, instead133
of between their exact colour coordinates, by taking into account the spatial relational structure134
of the colour model selected. To the best of our knowledge, in the literature, there are very few135
studies that try to calculate a similarity measure between colour names without using their pixel136
intensity values. Psychological studies based on surveys carried out on people [28, 29] have137
been the only attempts to obtain a similarity relation between colour names. In these studies,138
3See the CSS3 specification from the W3C: http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-colour/\#hsl-colour)
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participants were asked about ‘which colour pair is the most similar: A and B or C and D?’139
and diagrams of the psychological colour structure were built from the answers and then used to140
study colour symmetries and oppositions.141
It is worth noting that the model proposed in this paper for colour naming and compari-142
son besides taking into account cognitive perspectives and studies carried out previously in the143
literature, is also computational and it can be adapted to the requirements of any application.144
3. The Computational QCD Model145
The Computational QCD model translates the RGB colour channels into coordinates of the
HSL [30] colour space (see Figure 1) in order to give a name to the colour displayed. From
the HSL colour coordinates, a reference system for qualitative colour description is defined as
follows:
QCRS = {UH,US,UL,QCLAB1..M,QCINT 1..M}
where UH is the Unit of Hue; US is the Unit of Saturation; UL is the Unit of Luminance;146
and which holds: 0 ≤ UH ≤ 360, 0 ≤ UL ≤ 50 and 0 ≤ US ≤ 2 ∗UL (for the top cone) and147
0 ≤UH ≤ 360, 50 ≤UL ≤ 100 and 0 ≤US ≤ 200− 2 ∗UL (for the bottom cone); and where148
QCLAB1..M refers to the qualitative labels related to colour distributed in M colour sets; and149
QCINT 1..M refers to the intervals of Hue, Saturation and Luminance colour coordinates associated150
with each colour label of the M colour sets.151
The HSL colour space distributes colours in the following way. The rainbow colours are152
located in the horizontal central circle. The colour luminance changes in the vertical direction,
Figure 1: The QCD model of the HSL colour space
153
therefore light rainbow colours are located at the top, while dark rainbow colours are located at154
the bottom. The colour saturation changes from the boundary of the two cone bases to the axis155
of the cone bases and, therefore, pale rainbow colours are located inside the horizontal central156
circle. As a consequence of the changing colour saturation and luminance, the vertical axis157
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locates the qualitative colours corresponding to the grey scale. According to this, the presented158
model for QCD considers4 M = 5 colour sets: (1) grey colours, (2) rainbow colours, (3) pale159
rainbow colours, (4) light rainbow colours and, (5) dark rainbow colours, where the QCLABi and160
QCINTi , for i = 1, · · · ,5, are:161
1. QCLAB1 = {G1, G2, G3, ..., G`}162
QCINT1 = {[0, gul1 ], (gul1 , gul2 ], (gul2 , gul3 ], ..., (gul`−1 , 100] ∈ UL / ∀ UH ∈ [0, 360] ∧ ∀163
US ∈ [0, min{gusMAX ,2UL,200−2UL}]},164
where ` colour names are defined for the grey scale in QCLAB1 whose corresponding in-165
tervals of values in HSL are determined in QCINT1 . All the colours in this set can take166
any value of hue, values of saturation between 0 and gusMAX and values of luminance (gul`)167
between 0 and 100, which determine the different colour names defined. Note that the168
saturation coordinate (US) determines if the colour corresponds to the grey scale or to the169
rainbow scale.170
2. QCLAB2 = {R1, R2, R3, ..., Rr}171
QCINT2 = {(ruhr−1 , 360] ∧ [0, ruh1 ], (ruh1 , ruh2 ], (ruh2 , ruh3 ], ... ,(ruhr−2 , ruhr−1 ] ∈ UH / ∀ UL172
∈ (rulMIN , rulMAX ] ∧ ∀ US ∈ [rusMIN ,min{100,2UL,200−2UL}]},173
where r colour names are defined for the rainbow scale in QCLAB2 and are considered the174
more saturated ones. In QCINT2 , their saturation can take values between rusMIN and 100,175
whereas their luminance can take values between rulMIN and rulMAX . Thus, the different176
values of hue (ruhr ) can take values between 0 and 360 and determine the colour names177
defined for this set.178
3. QCLAB3 = {pale + QCLAB2}179
QCINT3 = { ∀UH∈QCINT2 / ∀UL∈ (rulMIN , rulMAX ]∧ ∀US∈ (gusMAX , min{rusMIN ,2UL,200−180
2UL}] }181
where r pale colour names are defined in QCLAB3 by adding the prefix pale to the colours182
defined for the rainbow scale, QCLAB2 . The colour names defined in QCINT3 have the same183
interval values of hue as rainbow colours (QCINT2 ). The lightness intervals also coincide,184
but they differ from rainbow colours in their saturation, which can take values between185
gusMAX and rusMIN .186
4, 5. QCLAB4 = {light + QCLAB2}187
QCINT4 = {∀ UH ∈ QCINT2 / ∀ UL ∈ (rulMAX , 100] ∧ ∀ US ∈ [rusMIN ,min{100,2UL,200−188
2UL}] }189
QCLAB5 = {dark + QCLAB2}190
QCINT5 = {∀ UH ∈ QCINT2 / ∀ UL ∈ (0, rulMIN ] ∧ ∀ US ∈ [rusMIN ,min{100,2UL,200−191
2UL}] }192
where r light and dark colour names are defined in QCLAB4 and QCLAB5 , respectively, by193
adding the prefixes dark and light to the colour names in the rainbow scale (QCLAB2 ).194
The intervals of values for dark and light colour sets, QCINT4 and QCINT5 , respectively,195
4Clearly, the QDC model can be broadly extended by choosing a major number of colour sets.
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take the same values of hue as rainbow colours, QCINT2 . The saturation intervals also196
coincide, but the luminance (UL) differs and determines the light or dark colours taking197
values between rulMAX and 100 or between rul and rulMIN , respectively.198
It is worth noting that the parameters ` (number of selected colour names for the grey scale)199
and r (number of chosen colour names for the rainbow scale) depend on the granularity that an200
expert needs in each scenario. The higher the values for these parameters, the more subjective201
the description, and the lower the values, the more universal the description.202
As an example, taking as a reference the Natural Colour System (NCS) [31] the QCD model203
may establish three pairs of elementary colours (white-black, green-red and yellow-blue). Ac-204
cording to that, the minimal values for these parameters would be assumed to be `≥ 2 (white and205
black) and r ≥ 4 (green, red, yellow and blue). Therefore, the values l = 2 and r = 4 would be206
more universal than, for example, values of l = 30 where colour names such as ivory (a kind of207
white) could appear as needed in a more specific use case (i.e. snow expert or fashion designer).208
According to Steels and Belpaeme [32], when grounding colour categories, multiple sources209
of constraints act: (i) constraints from embodiment, each visual sensory system can vary for210
every individual; (ii) constraints coming from the world, the individuals must be adapted to the211
environment and its statistical regularity has to be taken into account to reach viable performance;212
and (iii) constraints coming from cultural negotiation, or collective decisions made by population213
(i.e. a population may decide to combine blue and green categories, as many cultures have done).214
The QCD model can adapt its parameters ` and r to fulfill these constraints to the case of study.215
4. Parameterising the QCD Model216
In order to determine the interval of values associated to the Qualitative Colour Reference217
System, a test were carried out on 534 participants (students and teachers) at Universitat Jaume I218
and Universidad de Sevilla in Spain. A computer application was implemented which showed 10219
different colours selected randomly and uniformly using their HSL coordinates. For each colour220
selected, participants were asked if they considered the colour to be in the grey or rainbow scale.221
For those colours classified in the grey scale, participants were asked if the colour was white,222
light grey, grey, dark grey or black, that is, ` = 5. For those colours classified in the rainbow223
scale, participants were asked if the colour was red, orange, yellow, green, turquoise, blue, purple224
or pink, that is, r = 8, and if it was light, pale or dark. Thus, a total of 37 colour names were225
considered.226
Let us justify the parameters selected: (i) `= 5 because the less saturated and extreme colours227
in luminance are white and black and, according to the M sets defined, there are two more gra-228
dations in lightness light- and dark- and one more in saturation pale-, which correspond to light-229
grey, dark-grey, and grey, respectively; and (ii) r = 8 since the rainbow/spectral colours are 7230
and the majority of the participants of the test suggested to add also pink5.231
From the survey, a dataset with 5340 colour names and its corresponding HSL coordinates232
were obtained. Then, a supervised discretization algorithm, AMEVA [33], was used in order233
to calculate the classes of the intervals corresponding to each colour name. This algorithm was234
chosen because its main aim is to maximise the dependency relationship between the class labels,235
5Note that the selected values for ` and r depend on the current use case and that different values of those parameters
could have produced different outcomes in the survey.
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Figure 2: Colour names in the grey scale and in the rainbow scale for the QCD model.
the colours, and the continuous values in HSL. In other words, the AMEVA algorithm obtains236
the intervals of values that best fit the colour names provided by the judgments of the partici-237
pants measured from the contingency coefficient between colours and intervals. Note also that238
the AMEVA algorithm discretises each variable independently from the others. However, the239
dependency constraint of the unit of Saturation and the unit of Lightness in the HSL colour space240
has been also taken into account.241
As a result, Table 1 shows the values extracted by AMEVA for parameterising the QCD242
model, taking into account the topological structure of the HSL colour space showed by the243
QCRS, and Figure 2 shows the colour values assigned to each colour name, which correspond to244
the central value of each interval in HSL.245
Figure 3 shows that the QCD model gives the same colour category to different colour in-246
tensities in the same way as suggested by participants. It is straightforward to see that most of247
the people may agree to name any of the colours in each grid with the name given by the QCD248
model.249
5. Analysing the Relational Structure of the QCD Model250
The relational structure of the QCD model is studied by analysing the conceptual neighbour-251
hood of the qualitative colours defined. Freksa [34] defined that two qualitative concepts in space252
are conceptual neighbours if ‘one can be directly transformed into another by continuous defor-253
mation’. This definition is applied to the colour space HSL. Let us exemplify this, the colours254
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Table 1: HSL intervals for colour names.
Colour Name UH US UL
QCLAB1
black [0, 20)
dark grey [20, 30)
grey [0, 360] [0,min{20,2UL,200−2UL}] [30, 40)
light grey [40, 80)
white [80, 100]
QCLAB2
red (335, 360] ∧ [0, 20]
orange (20, 50]
yellow (50, 80]
green (80, 160] (50,min{100,2UL,200−2UL}] (40, 55]
turquoise (160, 200]
blue (200, 239]
purple (239, 297]
pink (297, 335]
QCLAB3
pale red (335, 360] ∧ [0, 20]
pale orange (20, 50]
pale yellow (50, 80]
pale green (80, 160] (20,min{50,2UL,200−2UL}] (40, 100]
pale turquoise (160, 200]
pale blue (200, 239]
pale purple (239, 297]
pale pink (297, 335]
QCLAB4
light red (335, 360] ∧ [0, 20]
light orange (20, 50]
light yellow (50, 80]
light green (80, 160] (50,min{100,2UL,200−2UL}] (55, 100]
light turquoise (160, 200]
light blue (200, 239]
light purple (239, 297]
light pink (297, 335]
QCLAB5
dark red (335, 360] ∧ [0, 20]
dark orange (20, 50]
dark yellow (50, 80]
dark green (80, 160] (20,min{100,2UL,200−2UL}] (0, 40]
dark turquoise (160, 200]
dark blue (200, 239]
dark purple (239, 297]
dark pink (297, 335]
red and orange are conceptual neighbours since a continuous change in hue causes a direct tran-255
sition from red to orange. However, the colours yellow and red are not conceptual neighbours256
because a continuous transformation of hue from red gets the colour orange in between. Other257
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Figure 3: Different HSL values corresponding to the same colour name for the QCD model
conceptual neighbours of red which are derived from continuous transformation in lightness are258
dark-red and light-red and the conceptual neighbour of red varying the saturation is pale-red.259
Therefore, a conceptual neighbourhood diagram (CND) can be derived which contains: (i)260
nodes that map to a set of individual relations defined on intervals; and (ii) paths connecting pairs261
of adjacent nodes that map to continuous transformations which can have weights assigned in262
order to establish priorities. According to this, a CND for the computational QCD model has263
been built and it is shown in Figure 4. The nodes of this CND correspond to the colour names,264
whereas the path connecting neighbouring colours are drawn by lines which are assigned weights265
to establish priorities.266
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Figure 4: A Conceptual Neighbourhood Diagram for the QCD model. Note that the colour names
are located where the centroid of the HSL colour intervals is and that wi denotes the importance
of the transitions/changes in HSL.
6. A Similarity Measure for the QCD Model267
The dissimilarity between qualitative colours in the QCD model, denoted by dsColour(·, ·),268
is calculated as the minimal path between the nodes of the CND in Figure 4. In this CND, the269
paths connecting pairs of adjacent nodes that map to continuous transformations can be assigned270
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the following positive weights in order to establish priorities:271
• w1 is the weight assigned to the transition between a colour name and the same colour272
name with a semantic prefix (pale , light , dark ), that is, to transitions that do not in-273
volve changes in the hue colour coordinate. For example: dsColour(red, light red) = ds-274
Colour(grey, dark grey) = w1.275
• w2 is the weight assigned to the transitions between colour names in the rainbow scale276
with or without a semantic prefix (pale , light , dark ). For example: dsColour(pink, red)277
= dsColour(pale pink, pale red) = w2.278
• w3 is the weight assigned to the transition between the colours in the grey scale and the279
light, pale and dark colours on the rainbow scale. For example:280
dsColour(pale red, grey) = dsColour(light yellow, light grey) = dsColour(dark blue, dark grey)281
= w3.282
• w4 is the weight assigned to the transitions between black and white colour names and283
the colours in the grey scale. For example: dsColour(black, dark grey) = dsColour(white,284
light grey) = w4.285
According to the importance of these transitions, the following relations are hold:286
• w1 is given to the changing transition between a colour name and the same colour name287
(same hue) but different lightness or saturation, whereas the w2 is given to the changing288
transitions between different colour names (different hues). From a cognitive point of289
view, the difference in colour perception is higher when the hue changes that when it does290
not; in fact, not perceiving the difference between some hues is considered a disease (i.e.291
colourblindness). Hence w1 ≤ w2 is considered.292
• w3 is given to the changing transition between a colour name (denoted by any hue) and293
another colour name denoting the absence of hue (grey scale). From a cognitive point of294
view, the difference between perceiving colours (i.e. normal vision) to not perceiving any295
of them (i.e. acromatopsia) [35] is more significant than the difference between normal296
vision and confusing slightly different hues (i.e. red-green colourblindness). Hence w2 ≤297
w3 is considered.298
• w4 is given to the changing transition between white (full light)/black (absence of light) and299
another colour name in a grey scale. From a cognitive point of view, the change of having300
only two distinctions in light is more significant than having a range of grey perception;301
hence w3 ≤ w4 is considered.302
Therefore, the priorities established must verify: 0< w1 ≤ w2 ≤ w3 ≤ w4.303
Hence, given two qualitative colours, denoted by QCA and QCB, a similarity between them,304
denoted by SimQCD(QCA,QCB), is defined as:305
SimQCD(QCA,QCB) = 1− dsColour(QCA,QCB)MaxDsColour (1)
where dsColour(QCA,QCB) denotes the previously defined dissimilarity and MaxDsColour de-306
notes the maximum dissimilarity for all colour names.307
The main properties of this similarity measure are:308
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• Symmetry: SimQCD(QCA,QCB) = SimQCD(QCB,QCA)309
• Upper and lower bounds: 0≤ SimQCD(QCA,QCB)≤ 1310
• Intuitive: SimQCD(QCA,QCB) = 0 means that dsColour(QCA,QCB) = MaxDsColour,311
that is, both colours are as different as possible. SimQCD(QCA,QCB) = 1 means that312
dsColour(QCA,QCB) = 0, that is, both colours are the same.313
Given some qualitative colours, the model can also calculate relative colour comparisons,314
such as:315
• ‘Is QCA darker/lighter than QCB?’ by calculating and proving whether:316
SimQCD(QCA,black/white)> SimQCD(QCB,black/white)317
• ‘Is QCA bluer/redder/etc. than QCB?’ by calculating and proving whether: SimQCD(QCA,rc)>318
SimQCD(QCB,rc), where rc = {blue/red/etc.}319
7. Parameterising the SimQCD Model320
The SimQCD calculus is parameterised by assigning, as a baseline, the following values to321
weights: w1 = 1, w2 = 3, w3 = 5 and w4 = 6. Hence, MaxDsColour= 14 which is given between322
black and white colours.323
The adequacy of this parameterisation is tested by:324
• comparing the different HSL coordinates which are assigned the same colour name (Figure325
3); and326
• calculating all the similarity values obtained between all the qualitative colours defined327
with the aim of testing arrangements of the most similar colours.328
Some results for the 37 representative colour names are given in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In329
these figures, the representative colour name is given first; and then, the 10 most similar colours330
are arranged according to SimQCD showing: the representative colour display, the colour name331
and the similarity value obtained.332
From the gradation of colours built according to the similarity values obtained by SimQCD333
have some intuitive properties are extracted:334
• the null similarity is given between white and black.335
• the similarity given between any rc and black/white or any pale rc and black/white is the336
same.337
• the same similarity is given between any light rc and white and any dark rc and black.338
• the same similarity is given between any light rc and dark and any light rc and black.339
• the similarity given between any rc and the same dark, pale or light rc is the same.340
• the same similarity is given between any prefix (pale, dark or light) of the same rc.341
• the similarity given between any pale rc and grey, and between any light rc and light grey,342
and between any dark rc and dark grey is the same.343
• any light rc is more similar to white than any pale rc to white and, in the same way, any344
dark rc is more similar to black than any pale rc to black.345
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Figure 5: Similarity calculus applied to compare 18 qualitative colours defined in the QCD
model. The ten most similar colours are displayed.
8. The Complementary Colour in the QCD Model346
Complementary colours are pairs of colours that are of opposite hue in a colour model and347
were defined first by Goethe in his Theory of Colours [36]. The exact hue complementary to a348
given hue depends on the colour model applied.349
In colour theory, two colours are called complementary if, when mixed in the proper propor-350
tion, they produce a neutral colour (grey, white, or black). In roughly-perceptual colour models,351
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Figure 6: Similarity calculus applied to compare the rest of the 19 qualitative colours defined in
the QCD model. The ten most similar colours are displayed.
the neutral colours lie along a central axis, as in HSL colour space.352
For the colours in the rainbow scale in the QCD model, the addition of two complemen-353
tary colours produces the colour white. The colour coordinates selected for calculating the354
complementary of those colours were those corresponding to the centre of each wedge since355
Berlin and Kay [41] demonstrated that humans determined prototypical colours as the centre356
of colour categories. In HSL colour space, the colour white is determined by the coordinates357
(uh,us,100)HSL/uh ∈ [0,360],us ∈ [0,100].358
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Hence, given a qualitative colour defined by the centre of its wedge (centroid) in the QCD
model, QCA = (H,S,L)HSL, the complementary colour is calculated as:
QCA = ((180+H)%360,S,100−L)
The calculus of the complementary colours in the QCD model has been tested and the results359
are shown in Figure 7. The complementary colour verifies two important properties:360
• QCA = QCA; and361
• SimQCD(QCA,QCA) is the same as the colour with the lowest similarity inside the same362
colour scale (QCINTi ).363
Figure 7: Complementary colours in the QCD model and the SimQCD measure between them.
9. Similarity of Compositions involving Different Qualitative Colours364
The similarity measure defined between the qualitative colours in the QCD model is used to365
compute the similarity of two compositions (digital images) based on the colours appearing in366
them and their percentage of appearance.367
Let us denote the set of the 37 representative colour names of the QCD model as: C =
{QC1, · · · ,QC37}. Thus, the similarity SimQCD : C ×C −→ [0,1] provides a matrix
S =
{
SimQCD(QCi,QC j)
}37
i, j=1
which is symmetric and whose main diagonal contains 1 values.368
Let us consider Y as the set of the colour compositions/images to compare. If Image repre-
sents a colour composition, the system obtains a colour histogram:
Image = ( f1, f2, · · · , f37)
where fi corresponds to the percentage of the colour QCi within the Image ( fi ≥ 0). Therefore,
each image is assigned a unique vector,
Y −→ R37
that is, Image ≡ I where I ∈ R37. Note that two images or colour compositions are equal in the369
system presented if they have the same representation as RN vector.370
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In order to define a similarity measure, let us consider the following matrix S∗ associated to
S and defined as follows:
S∗ =
{
s∗i j
}37
i, j=1
where6
s∗i j =
{
0.5 ·SimQCD(QCi,QC j) i , j
SimQCD(QCi,QC j) otherwise
Thus, a Quadratic Form7 is considered as follows:
QF : R37 −→ R, QF(x) = xS∗ xt
and given an image Image = ( f1, f2, · · · , f37) is obtained that
QF(Image) =
37
∑
i=1
37
∑
j=1
fi f j s∗i j
The S∗ matrix is defined positive since all its eigenvalues are positive (see Table 2). Therefore,
Table 2: Eigenvalues of the S∗ matrix
Eigenvalues Number Eigenvalues Number
0.4793 1 0.5000 25
0.5154 1 0.6583 1
0.8456 1 1.0021 2
1.0775 1 1.2756 1
1.2973 1 3.4265 2
9.4940 1 Total 37
QF defines a norm in R37 as follows: ‖x‖ = √QF(x) for any x ∈ R37, and hence, a ‘quasi’-
distance8 in Y is defined as:
d : Y ×Y −→ R
d(Image1, Image2) = ‖I1− I2‖
where Image1 = I1 = ( f1, · · · , f37) and Image2 = I2 = ( f ′1, · · · , f ′37).371
Furthermore, it holds that
0≤ ‖I1− I2‖2 = ‖I1‖2+‖I2‖2−2
37
∑
i, j=1
fi f ′js
∗
i j ≤ 1+1 = 2
since s∗i j, fi f j ≥ 0 for any i, j, and:
‖I‖2 = ∑37i=1∑37j=1 fi f j s∗i j ≤ ∑37i ∑37j=1 fi f j
=
(
∑37i=1 fi
) (
∑37j=1 f j
)
= 1
6A 0.5 factor is needed in order to avoid the duplicity of fi · f j when i , j.
7xt means the transpose vector of x.
8The distance condition d(x,y) = 0⇒ x= y is not true.
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From the distance, d(·, ·), a similarity measure between two images regarding only their
colour compositions I1 and I2 is obtained as follows:
SimQCDI(I1,I2) = 1− d(I1,I2)√
2
The main properties of the SimQCDI similarity are:372
• 0≤ SimQCDI(I1,I2)≤ 1373
• If I1 = I2 then d(I1,I2) = 0 and, hence SimQCDI(I1,I2) = 1, that it, the maximum simi-374
larity.375
• SimQCDI(I1,I2) = SimQCDI(I2,I1), that is, the similarity is symmetric.376
10. Experimentation377
Experiments have been carried out to evaluate the model for colour naming (QCD) and the378
similarity measures defined (SimQCD and SimQCDI) using art compositions as the scenario379
(Section 10.1). Moreover, a survey which included images from the scenario was carried out380
(Section 10.2) and the similarity results obtained after comparing all the images in the testing381
scenario using the SimQCDI (Section 10.3) where compared to the results obtained by the survey382
(Section 10.4).383
10.1. Scenario: Art Compositions384
The scenario proposed for the experimentation consists on comparing art compositions taking385
into account only the colours in the paintings. The following painters were selected because of386
their different countries of origin, techniques and periods:387
• Dome´nikos Theotoko´poulos (1541-1614), el Greco as he was usually nicknamed, was a388
Greek painter in the Spanish Renaissance.389
• Diego Vela´zquez (1599-1660) was one of the most important painters of the Spanish390
Golden Age in the contemporary Baroque period.391
• Joan Miro´ (1893-1983) was a Catalan-Spanish painter, sculptor, and ceramicist who earned392
international acclaim and whose work was interpreted as Surrealism.393
• Salvador Dalı´ (1904-1989) was a prominent Catalan-Spanish surrealist painter.394
• Friedensreich Hundertwasser (1928-2000) was an Austrian artist who created the Trans-395
automatism, a kind of surrealism, focused on the viewer’s fantasy rather than an objective396
interpretation.397
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Five paintings of each author from the following digital on-line galleries: Wikipedia9, Museo398
del Prado10, Museo Reina Sofı´a11, Museo Frieder Burda12, Fundacio´ Joan Miro´13, Fundacio´399
Salvador Dalı´14, Hundertwasser Foundation15, and Kunst fu¨r alle16 are shown in Figure 8.400
The main aim of the experimentation is to determine the colour similarity in art compositions401
even when the painters use different techniques/periods (i.e. surrealism vs. baroque). And also402
to identify differences in colour inside the same techniques/periods. The SimQCDI can analyse403
two compositions based on: (i) all the different qualitative colours within the images; and (ii) the404
percentage of appearance in them.405
10.2. Cognitive Test: Survey on Art Compositions406
A user test was developed in order to research on the following hyphoteses:407
H1 If the QCD developed is cognitive when comparing paintings of the same painter, that is,408
if the similarity given between the paintings belonging to a given painter can grade the409
paintings in the same order as participants in the survey did;410
H2 If the QCD may be used to distinguish perceptually between paintings of different painters,411
that is, if the similarity provided is high when participants think that 2 paintings are similar412
and not otherwise;413
H3 If the QCD can manage visual effects as the background colour of the paintings, or colour414
contrasts as participants in the survey did.415
This survey17 was spread out as a Google Docs form inside a Google Sites and collected416
109 responses. Approximately the 60% (65/109) of the participants were male and the 40%417
(44/109) were female and their ages were between 26 and 35 years old. Most of the participants418
spent between 9 and 12 minutes to answer the test. Around the 48% (52/109) of the participants419
considered their level of expertise in colour discrimination as very low, 41% (52/109) as medium420
and only 11% (12/109) as high. Most of the participants had a degree, master degree or PhD.421
An example of a question in the survey is the following: “Which two images in Fig. 8 are422
more similar considering only the colour distribution: (a) D4 and D1; (b) D4 and D5; or (c)423
D1 and D5?” And results obtained were: 37% of the participants thought that the most similar424
art compositions in terms of colour are A and C; 40% of the participants voted for B and C, and425
23% of the participants chose A and B. This example shows that participants did not see clearly426
any remarkable difference between any pair of these art compositions, maybe because all these427
compositions are by the same author, Dalı´.428
It is easier for computational approaches to be objective or not influenced by the shapes429
and context in the compositions. For this reason, the similarities between the compositions in430
Figure 8 are computed in the next section and then compared to the results of this survey in the431
discussion.432
9http://www.wikipedia.org
10http://www.museodelprado.es/coleccion/galeria-on-line/
11http://www.museoreinasofia.es
12http://www.museum-frieder-burda.de
13http://www.fundaciomiro-bcn.org
14http://www.salvador-dali.org
15http://www.hundertwasser.at/
16http://www.kunst-fuer-alle.de/
17https://sites.google.com/a/uji.es/colour-image-simi/
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Table 3: Similarity values between the art compositions in Figure 8.
D2 D3 D4 D5 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
D1 77.09 71.77 76.83 77.91 75.77 70.46 69.23 78.87 79.51 79.68 76.11 73.87 78.76 74.30 71.36 65.29 61.76 79.34 55.25 60.13 64.50 74.30 69.25 68.33
D2 69.68 90.84 82.42 78.88 79.09 81.73 89.08 79.78 74.21 74.59 77.97 79.00 76.51 62.05 67.00 59.83 85.73 44.89 65.34 71.42 87.83 80.16 84.91
D3 70.36 66.66 65.40 69.82 64.44 68.58 80.31 72.40 71.79 66.73 72.90 68.22 61.01 56.80 53.07 67.29 49.23 79.93 79.25 68.22 66.30 65.70
D4 79.50 76.89 80.27 81.60 84.97 77.47 72.98 74.66 76.35 79.20 76.35 63.16 64.12 58.21 81.39 43.06 66.42 72.16 84.90 81.70 82.90
D5 75.93 73.90 69.26 80.04 79.16 69.76 68.50 69.37 71.14 70.06 60.07 68.37 60.43 89.43 47.27 57.13 60.87 76.80 72.47 70.56
G1 84.70 80.93 84.89 79.20 74.25 72.46 77.35 83.05 81.43 56.80 71.97 63.01 80.42 51.71 54.91 60.98 81.25 84.43 77.71
G2 80.55 79.27 79.79 71.38 73.14 72.70 81.52 79.99 55.54 65.88 59.08 75.86 46.14 61.83 67.98 80.51 93.56 79.71
G3 85.40 73.29 73.00 71.91 82.09 83.75 81.79 55.85 65.67 57.45 74.42 44.26 60.76 67.61 84.29 83.60 86.18
G4 80.99 77.62 76.06 83.59 82.80 80.97 61.71 71.49 62.58 86.72 50.45 61.71 67.45 88.61 80.16 83.74
G5 81.41 80.92 74.77 80.98 79.73 62.66 68.27 61.78 81.66 55.89 67.36 72.62 79.77 76.36 74.45
H1 89.28 79.80 82.86 84.02 64.01 63.39 60.45 72.23 53.19 63.41 70.49 74.38 70.19 70.94
H2 76.80 82.90 84.32 63.06 61.09 57.97 71.71 48.62 64.88 73.53 74.82 72.21 72.45
H3 81.95 84.52 61.23 66.59 60.07 74.79 49.85 60.54 66.24 79.24 73.36 77.21
H4 87.87 63.76 66.12 60.09 75.19 51.17 64.00 70.83 80.05 80.86 78.58
H5 59.44 66.30 60.62 74.33 50.50 60.00 67.63 78.57 79.61 76.80
M1 52.36 51.22 60.72 46.21 52.50 55.56 58.88 54.67 55.20
M2 83.63 71.84 50.07 46.69 50.90 68.81 64.88 64.33
M3 62.52 45.85 43.96 48.19 60.65 58.18 56.65
M4 49.48 58.67 63.16 83.92 74.70 76.66
M5 32.12 36.04 47.62 44.90 41.94
V1 87.52 63.10 59.75 63.98
V2 70.04 66.64 71.90
V3 81.37 89.63
V4 81.58
10.3. Computational Test: Similarity between Art Compositions433
The colours in all the paintings in Figure 8 are extracted and interpreted qualitatively accord-434
ing to the QCD model. Then, the SimQCDI similarity measure was computed for comparing:435
(i) pictures by the same artist, to try to find colour similarities between them; and (ii) pictures436
by different artists, to analyze if a similarity only based on colour may be used to differentiate437
between artists.438
Results obtained when comparing the art compositions in Figure 8 are given in Table 3. The439
mean and the standard deviation of the similarities are given in Table 4.440
Table 4: The mean and standard deviation of the similarities among art compositions by authors.
Dalı´ Greco Hundertwasser Miro´ Vela´zquez
Dalı´ 76.31 ± 6.75 76.42 ± 5.99 73.54 ± 3.72 63.02 ± 11.62 72.46 ± 08.32
Greco — 80.90 ± 3.40 78.43 ± 4.03 63.59 ± 10.61 75.10 ± 10.02
Hundertwasser — — 83.43 ± 3.41 62.27 ± 07.65 72.03 ± 06.11
Miro´ — — — 57.39 ± 11.72 55.59 ± 12.09
Vela´zquez — — — — 73.55 ± 10.17
Regarding the comparison of art pieces by the same author in terms of the art compositions441
selected, the following statements can be extracted:442
• The artist who more often repeats the same palette of colours in similar proportions is443
Hundertwasser since the similarity obtained between them is 83.43% with a low variability444
(±3.41). Note that, very similar red, yellow, blue and green and dark colours appear in445
almost all the compositions selected. This also happens for the selected pictures by Greco,446
which obtain a similarity value of 80.90% with a low variability (±3.40) between them.447
• The artist who uses a large palette of colours here is Miro´ since the similarity obtained448
between them is 57.39% with a high variability (±11.72). Note that the art compositions449
selected have different background colours, which may affect colour similarity.450
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• The selected art compositions by Dalı´ obtain a similarity measure of 76.31% which is quite451
similar to those by Vela´zquez 73.55%. This indicates that the colours used by these authors452
in their art compositions are similar and that they also use them in similar proportions.453
However, they obtain different variability of colours in their compositions. The variability454
obtained by Dalı´ is higher (±6.75) than the one obtained by Hundertwasser and Greco.455
Note that Dalı´ usually uses blue and yellow colours contrasting with greys of different456
lightness. The variability obtained by Vela´zquez is higher (±10.17) who also uses dark457
colours contrasting with blue and yellow but also red colours.458
With respect to the comparison of art pieces by different authors, it is shown that:459
• The red, yellow, blue and green colours contrast with dark colours in art compositions460
by both authors, Greco and Hundertwasser, and this produces quite high similarity values461
between their art pieces (78.43±4.03).462
• Hundertwasser obtains higher similarity values when comparing his own art compositions463
among them (83.43%) than when comparing his art compositions to those produced by464
other authors (73.54%, 78.43%, 62.27% and 72.03%). The same fact is obtained by465
Greco’s selected art compositions: 80.90% versus 76.42%, 78.43%, 63.59% and 75.10%.466
• It worth noting that Miro´ obtains lower similarity values when comparing his own art com-467
positions (57.39%) than when comparing those with art compositions by Dalı´ (63.02%),468
Greco (63.59%) and Hundertwasser (62.27%).469
• In fact, the painters with less similar art compositions are Miro´ and Vela´zquez (55.59%),470
and Miro´ taking into account their own paintings (57.39%).471
With respect to the comparison of specific art pieces across different authors, it is shown that:472
• The composition M4 by Miro´ obtains high similarity values to some art pieces by Dalı´473
(85.73% - 89.43%), because of its grey background (see Section 11.1). It also obtains a474
high similarity to V3 by Vela´zquez (83.92%) and G4 by Greco (81.66%) because of the475
similar amount of blue and grey colours in both compositions.476
• The compositions V3-V5 by Vela´zquez obtain high similarities to the art pieces by Greco:477
the appearance of blue, red, yellow, grey and dark colours is common in most of the478
compositions.479
• The most similar pictures are G2 by Greco and V4 by Vela´zquez since a 93.56% of simi-480
larity is attained. On the other hand, the least similar pictures are M5 by Miro´ and V1 by481
Vela´zquez since a 32.12% of similarity is attained.482
The descriptions above imply that, considering two art compositions, only using the SimQCDI,483
it cannot be determined if they were painted by the same artist or not. This could be achieved484
by studying the authors’ palette and formulating a classification algorithm which make use of485
learning techniques such as support vector machines (SVMs) [37], neural networks [38], tree486
decisions algorithms i.e. C4.5 [39], and so on.487
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10.4. Comparing the Similarity Results to the Survey Results488
The results obtained by the computational models QCD and SimQCDI are compared with489
the main results provided by the participants of the survey. To simplify, the results obtained in490
the survey are presented in each corresponding item where they are discussed.491
The survey asked the participants which pair of art pieces by the same authors were more492
similar according to their colours:493
• When comparing the art pieces D1-D4-D5, the results in Table 5 were obtained. From494
these data, the ideal results would be to obtain the couples (76.83, 23), (77.91, 37) and495
(79.50, 40), that is, the higher the similarity, the higher amount of votes. However, this re-496
sult is not obtained. The three art pieces are very similar in colours and the participants are497
choosing their favorite pairs following personal criteria. Nevertheless it can be concluded
Table 5: Survey results and SimQCDI values for D1-D4-D5.
SimQCDI % of votes
D4 D5 D4 D5
D1 76.83 77.91 23 40
D4 – 79.50 – 37
498
that the similarities provided by SimQCDI are near to the opinion of the most participants.499
• When comparing the art pieces G1-G2-G3, the answers gathered were those in Table 6.500
In this case, the SimQCDI similarity agrees completely with the participants of the survey,501
since the difference in similarity between (80.93, 16) and (80.55, 17) is not very significant.502
• When comparing the art pieces H1-H2-H4, the votes were those indicated in Table 7. In503
this case, all the similarities obtained by SimQCDI are very high, and they agree with the504
opinion of the participants of the survey: the higher the similarity in colours between art505
pieces, the higher number of votes.506
The survey also asked the participants to compare pairs of art pieces by different authors and507
the following results were provided:508
• When comparing the art pieces V1-G2 versus V1-D4, the results in Table 8 were obtained.509
The 50% of the participants chose each pair equally, which coincides with the similarity510
values obtained, which are relatively close.511
Table 6: Survey results and SimQCDI values for G1-G2-G3.
SimQCDI % of votes
G2 G3 G2 G3
G1 84.70 80.93 67 16
G2 – 80.55 – 17
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Table 7: Survey results and SimQCDI values for H1-H2-H4.
SimQCDI % of votes
H2 H4 H2 H4
H1 89.28 82.86 46 22
H2 – 82.90 – 32
Table 8: Survey results and SimQCDI values for comparing V1-G2 and V1-D4 pairs.
SimQCDI % of votes
V1-G2 61.83 50
V1-D4 66.42 50
• When comparing the art pieces D1-M2 versus D1-H2, the results in Table 9 were obtained.512
In this case, note that an inverse control-question was made, that is, which pair of art pieces513
was less similar. The opinion of the participants agrees with the dissimilarity values calcu-514
lated as 1−SimQCDI. The fact that the participants noticed when the survey was asking515
‘more’ or ‘less’ similar pairs confirms that they did the survey thoughtfully. Therefore,516
according to these answers, the survey results were validated.
Table 9: Survey results and SimQCDI values for comparing D1-M2 versus D1-H2.
1−SimQCDI % of votes
D1-M2 37.95 76
D1-H2 23.89 24
517
• When comparing art pieces D4-H2 versus D4-V1, the results in Table 10 were provided.518
This comparison was asked for similarity but also for dissimilarity checking, as a control.519
Hence, the 71% of the participants (67% in the inverse question, ‘less’ similar) answered520
that D4 and V1 were more similar than D4 and H2, which contrast with the similarity521
values obtained. Probably the contrasting colours in H2 are perceived differently by the522
participants than the pale colours in D4 and V1.
Table 10: Survey results and SimQCDI values for comparing D4-H2 versus D4-V1.
% of votes
SimQCDI similar dissimilar
D4-H2 74.66 71 33
D4-V1 66.42 29 67
523
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Regarding the similarities obtained between an art piece and a group of compositions by524
different authors, the results were the following:525
• The survey asked the participants if M4 was more similar to D4-D5 or to M2-M5, and the526
participants’ votes were summarised in Table 11. The 49% of the participants said that527
M4 was more similar to the D4-D5 group which is by a different author, while the 51% of528
the participants decided for the second group which is by the same author. The half of the529
participants may be influenced by the highest amount of grayish colours when relating M4530
to D4-D5 (as the SimQCDI, see Section 11.1), while the other half may be influenced by531
the colour of the objects in the foreground (red, blue, yellow and green) appearing in M4532
and also in M2-M5. In this case, the SimQCDI agreed with the opinion of the 49% of the533
participants.
Table 11: Survey results and SimQCDI values for comparing M4 to D4-D5/M2-M5 pairs.
SimQCDI
M4 Average % of votes
D4 81.39 85.41 49D5 89.43
M2 71.54 66.60 51M5 49.48
534
• The survey asked the participants if D2 was more similar to G1-G2 or to V1-V3 and the535
results gathered were those in Table 12. The similarity of pale colours in D2 and V1-V3536
was obvious for 90% of the participants in the survey, while 10% found that D2 was more537
similar to G1-G2. In this case, the high similarity in colours between the art pieces D2538
and V3, also reflected by the similarity value obtained (SimQCDI = 87.83) made the 90%539
of participants select the group of art compositions by Vela´zquez as more similar to the540
second (D2) art piece by Dalı´, although the art pieces by Greco obtain a highest SimQCDI541
value in average. As it can be seen, a high similarity between a pair of art compositions,542
can condition the criterium of the participants for classifying into groups.
Table 12: Survey results and SimQCDI values for comparing D2 to G1-G2/V1-V3 pairs.
SimQCDI
D2 Average % of votes
G1 78.88 78.98 10G2 79.09
V1 65.34 76.58 90V3 87.83
543
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11. Discussion544
In this section, first the results obtained by the SimQCDI and the survey results are discussed.545
Then, the cognitive adequacy of the QCD model is explained relating it to the literature and to546
the classical colour models. In order to show specifically the contribution of the colour naming547
model and the similarity obtained (SimQCD), they are both compared to other works in the liter-548
ature. Finally, in order to study if the image similarity obtained by the QCD model (SimQCDI) is549
more intuitive or consistent with human perception than standard colour-based image descriptors550
such as RGB histograms, a comparative is carried out.551
11.1. Cognitive Adequacy of the SimQCDI measure552
According to the experimentation results and the results obtained from the survey test, the553
hypotheses formulated in Section 10.2 can be answered:554
H1 The SimQCDI can be used to determine differences of art compositions belonging to the555
same painter (same category). However, from the survey results, it was observed that556
participants found hard to determine which pair of art compositions were more similar557
between each other if they were by the same author.558
H2 The SimQCDI cannot be used to differentiate between paintings of different painters.559
However, it can be used to identify colour similarities across painters which are obvious560
when noticed, but not easily seen at a first sight. From the survey results, it was observed561
that some participants performed better than SimQCDI when identifying pictures by the562
same authors if those art compositions contained similar objects, maybe because partici-563
pants can identify shapes and spatial locations of objects, whereas SimQCDI is only based564
on colours.565
In order to find out whether human beings can be influenced or not by shapes when assign-566
ing similarities, some participants were asked to evaluate the similarity of the art composi-567
tions by Tidying up Art18[42] (see an example in Figure 9). Most of them categorized qual-568
itatively the similarity between image pairs as quite similar, but not as equal. However,569
it is obvious that the compositions compared have the same objects but arranged differ-570
ently, therefore the colour and quantity of colours are the same in both pairs (the original571
and the tidied one) and the similarities provided by SimQCDI are 100%. As a result, it572
is deduced that human beings cannot abstract the colours of an art composition without573
being influenced by the shapes and the spatial arrangement of the objects identified in the574
composition. Therefore, it is concluded that SimQCDI and other colour indexing schemes575
in the literature can be useful to obtain similarities not perceptual by human beings at first576
sight.577
H3 Human beings can easily abstract 3D vision from 2D images and distinguish the back-578
ground from the foreground in art compositions. Objects and colours in the foreground are579
given more importance than those in the background. It can be assumed that this fact af-580
fected the similarities assigned by the participants on the survey. This has the viceversa ef-581
fect on SimQCDI, which cannot differentiate automatically the colours of the background582
18Tidying up Art: http://www.ursuswehrli.com/en/
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Table 13: Applying SimQCDI to art compositions D4-D5-M2-M4-M5 without background.
D5 M2 M4 M5
D4 83.81 72.71 75.42 69.72
D5 82.43 88.07 83.18
M2 86.50 89.79
M4 88.21
from those on the foreground and therefore it is affected by the percentage of the most583
popular colour in the paintings.584
In order to find out the adequacy of SimQCDI to discriminate art compositions without585
taking into account the background, the following proof-of-concept has been carried out586
on the art compositions in Table 13. The SimQCDI has been calculated after extracting the587
background colour from the histogram and normalising it.588
Table 14 show the results obtained of this proof-of-concept, where it can be seen that589
the SimQCDI obtained between the art compositions is higher when the background is590
not considered, in the same way as the participants of the survey could automatically do.591
However, it is still a challenge to distinguish pixels from the background from those in
Table 14: SimQCDI results using images with and without background.
SimQCDI Survey SimQCDI
with background % without background
M4 Average of votes M4 Average
D4 81.39 85.41 49 75.42 81.75D5 89.43 88.07
M2 71.54 66.60 51 86.50 87.35M5 49.48 88.21
592
the foreground while computing on-the-fly. Even sometimes human vision can also fail593
in distinguishing the foreground from the background in some art compositions such as594
H2 and H3 in Figure 8. As future work, we intend to approximate SimQCDI to human595
perception, using a learning method, but it is not the scope of the current paper.596
11.2. Cognitive Adequacy of the QCD Model597
According to Clark [8], the most suitable colour space to describe colour names cognitively598
is Hue, Saturation and Luminance (HSL), which is used by the QCD model. Furthermore, the599
research by Conway [3] on natural language colour-naming showed that, although it may be600
more accurate, people tend not to describe a colour as dark pale blue and may even consider this601
a contradiction. The same work recommended that, in order to produce more cognitive colour602
name descriptions, no more than one adjective should be applied to a basic colour name and603
also, if luminance and saturation modifiers appear equally applicable to a particular colour, the604
saturation modifier should be chosen. This aspect is reflected in the QCD model.605
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According to the studies and analysis by Kay and Regier [43, 44, 45], colour perception is606
language based. And, from the point of view of colour-naming research, they found and re-607
view empirically data which explain that: (i) colour categories appear to be organised around608
the universal colour foci, but (ii) naming differences across languages cause variations in colour609
cognition because colour categories are determined by language at their boundaries. Jameson610
and d’Andrade [46] suggested a theory supporting both tendencies: (i) colour naming may be611
attributed to the shape of perceptual colour space, that is, hue interacts with saturation and lu-612
minance and produce several large changes coinciding with the colour foci (black, white, red,613
green, yellow and blue); combined with (ii) general human cognitive tendencies toward con-614
structing/using the most efficient name/information about colour in their society. The QCD615
model also combines both tendencies because it can be parameterised for describing univer-616
sal colour foci or for describing specific colours which are particular from a society and also the617
limits of the intervals of the reference system can be adapted to the boundaries existing in each618
different language.619
According to Palmer [1], human beings have a relational structure of colours in the mind620
that allows them to perceive grey as being intermediate between white and black. The similarity621
measure defined for comparing two colours in the QCD model takes into account this relational622
structure or colour conceptual neighbourhood.623
Analysing the QCD model from the point of view of the relational structure of colours and624
colour complementaries, it is worth noting that there are some classical theories in the literature625
that explain conceptual colour oppositions. For example, Goethe’s traditional colour model [36]626
opposed white↔ black, red ↔ green, yellow↔ purple and orange↔ blue (see Section 6 in627
Griffin [29]), whereas Hering’s traditional colour model [47] opposed white↔ black, red ↔628
green (like Goethe’s), yellow↔ blue and pink↔ brown (see Section 6 in Griffin’s paper [29] for629
details). Other more recent studies by Griffin (see Figure 1 in [28, 29] for more detail) showed630
the following oppositions: white↔ black, yellow↔ purple (like Goethe’s), red ↔ orange,631
blue↔ green, pink ↔ brown (like Hering’s). Finally, the opposites/complementaries for the632
QCD model are: white↔ black (like in Goethe’s), red ↔ turquoise, orange↔ blue (like in633
Goethe’s), yellow↔ purple (like in Goethe’s), green↔ pink, and the same for pale- and light-634
colours as it is shown in Figures 7. As far as we are concerned, there are no universal opposites635
for colours except for white↔ black. It seems that according to the colour space used and the636
population involved, the results can vary from one study to another. Moreover, the studies that637
have been found were usually conducted with, at the most, the 11 Basic Colour Terms (BCT)638
found by Berlin and Kay [41]. Possibly, by increasing the variability of colour-naming, more639
opposites could be found.640
However, leaving the aspect of colour opposites aside, in general, the relational structures641
of colours by Goethe, Hering and Griffin are similar to the HSL colour space (see Section 6 in642
Griffin’s paper [29] for details) and they are also similar to the CND obtained for the QCD model.643
The QCD model and its corresponding CND are completely adaptable, as it can be added more644
colours and assigned different weights to connections in order to reflect the social and cultural645
context of application.646
Agent-based simulations have been carried out in the literature [48, 49, 50, 51, 52] for study-647
ing the social process of communication about colour, i.e. Komarova et al. [48] found that, given648
certain simple assumptions, a population of agents communicating about colour will converge to649
a system of near-optimal colour categories. Regarding these research studies, it is worth noth-650
ing that the QCD model provides a computationally adaptable way which may enable intelligent651
agents (i.e. robot, ambient intelligent system, web searcher, etc.): (i) to communicate among652
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them or to a human user in a universal way (i.e. using basic colour terms) or in a specific way653
(i.e. using hue combinations or variations in saturation and lightness) for a particular society654
that understands colour names differently; and also (ii) to figure out how similar or perceptually655
closed are two colour names.656
11.3. Comparing the QCD model and the SimQCD to Related Work657
The approach presented in this paper obtains a colour model and a similarity value between658
colour names taking into account the spatial relational structure of the colour model selected.659
To the best of our knowledge, there are no works in the literature with explore the conceptual660
neighbourhood of colour spaces for defining similarity values.661
Other works in the literature studied related topics from another perspective, i.e. colour nam-662
ing and the design of a colour naming metric [16, 40]. Hence, a comparative of methodologies663
is carried out in this section to clarify the contribution of this paper.664
With respect to colour naming, there is a great difference between the 37 colour names de-665
fined in this paper, the 267 colour names defined by Mojsilovic [16] and the 153 colour names666
defined by Heer and Stone [40]. This difference in the amount of colour names among colour667
models is given because Mojsilovic [16] and Heer and Stone [40], added new colour names to the668
model every time they carried out new experiments to new participants. In contrast, an objective669
of the approach in this paper is to find out a consensus for the majority of participants in order670
to not exceed the amount of colours people generally use to manage in their daily living. From671
the computational point of view, Mojsilovic [16] and Heer and Stone [40] presented a higher672
granularity in colour naming, than the QCD model which tries to approach Conway’s studies [3]673
which declare that the basic colours that can be named by people are limited to about 10-20.674
With respect to the colour naming metric, a distance is defined between colours from a cosine675
function by Heer and Stone [40]. The main drawback of this distance is that it only distin-
Table 15: Distance between colours by Heer and Stone [40].
Red Pink Blue Green Yellow
Red 0 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
Pink 0.21 0 1.00 1.00 1.00
Blue 0.64 0.42 0 1.00 1.00
Green 0.64 0.85 0.42 0 0.70
Yellow 0.42 0.64 0.64 0.21 0
676
guishes between neighbouring colours. For the rest of the non-neighbouring colours, the given677
distance is the maximum (1.0), therefore the discrimination between colour names is poorer than678
that provided by the SimQCD. Table 15 (obtained from their original paper) shows the difference679
in the distances provided by Heer and Stone [40] and the dissimilarities provided by SimQCD680
(grey cells) which assign different dissimilarities to all colour names that allow their distinction.681
With respect to the colour naming metric, the work by Mojsilovic [16] defined a distance
based on the geometric property of the HSL system, where (H,S,L) are the components of the
HSL colour system, which holds:
∆S = 1,∆H = ∆L = 0→ ∆Distance = 1
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∆L = 1,∆H = ∆S = 0→ ∆Distance = 1
∆H = 1,∆S = ∆L = 0→ ∆Distance = S
√
2 · (1− cos(1))
Thus, when the saturation component is incremented in 1 unit, the distance is also incre-682
mented in 1. The same happens for lightness. Therefore, the same significance is given to a683
change in saturation than to a change in lightness components, whereas the SimQCD colour684
model can be tuned to give more importance to the changes in colour saturation which determine685
the limit between between grey colours and rainbow colours. Moreover, the distance defined686
by Mojsilovic [16] is not normalised, therefore a distance of 24 units obtained when calculating687
the similarity between two similar red colours cannot be assigned a high or low significance, in688
contrast, the SimQCD presented in this paper is normalised.689
11.4. Comparing SimQCDI with RGB Colour Histogram Similarity690
In order to evaluate if the similarity defined on the QCD model is more intuitive or consistent691
with human perception than standard colour-based image descriptors such as RGB histograms,692
a comparative is carried out in this section.693
Figure 10 presents an art composition and its corresponding QCD and RGB histograms. It694
can be observed that the QCD histogram is more intuitive than the RGB continuous histogram695
since the hue and amount of colours appearing in the art composition and appearing in the QCD696
histogram are the same, but visualised differently, while some hues appearing in the continuous697
RGB histogram do not correspond to the art composition and are not so intuitive to interpret.698
Therefore, the RGB colour space is far from being perceptually uniform. Thus, to calculate a699
RGB histogram-based image similarity, it is important to obtain a good colour representation of700
the image by uniformly sampling the RGB space. Then, the standard 216 RGB colour palette701
can be used [53], and it has been the one selected in this comparison.702
The quantised RGB histogram (Figure 10 (c)) is more similar to the QCD histogram (Figure703
10 (a)). However, the advantage of the QCD histogram is that the colour name (semantic infor-704
mation) about which colour is appearing in the image is obtained, whereas the quantised RGB705
histogram need further interpretation of the groups of colours obtained.706
For each art composition in Figure 8, the quantised RGB colour histograms has been ob-707
tained and the Euclidean distance between these RGB histograms has been computed [53] and708
normalised (see the Appendix), which is denoted by SimRGB. Then, SimRGB and SimQCDI709
are compared in order to analyse which of these methods is closer to the results of the survey710
described previously in Section 10.4:711
• When comparing the art pieces D1-D4-D5, the results obtained are shown in Table 16.712
Considering that the most cognitive result is the opinion of the participants in the survey,713
then the order of voting results, which is (23, 37, 40), is important, and the similarities714
obtained should follow this order and have a similar quantisation to be intuitive/cognitive715
enough. The SimQCDI obtains the following values (76.83, 79.50, 77.91), which involves716
that two of the values (79.50 and 77.91) must change the position to get the most cognitive717
order. The SimRGB provides the values (81, 87, 77.91) which needs two changes to get to718
the order of the responses of the participants (first (87 and 77.91) and after (81 and 77.91)).719
Hence, the SimQCDI is more coherent with the participants of the survey.720
• When comparing the art pieces G1-G2-G3, the results obtained are those in Table 17.721
Considering the opinion of the participants surveyed, the most intuitive order of similarity722
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Table 16: Survey answers and SimQCDI versus SimRGB results for images D1-D4-D5.
SimQCDI % of votes SimRGB
D4 D5 D4 D5 D4 D5
D1 76.83 77.91 23 40 81.0 79.0
D4 – 79.50 – 37 – 87.0
is (16, 17, 70). The values provided by SimQCDI and SimRGB are (80.93, 80.55, 84.70)723
and (91.0, 87,0, 86.0), respectively. In this case, the SimQCDI agrees completely with the724
opinion of the survey, since the difference between 16 and 17 is very small, such as the725
difference between 80.93 and 80.55. However, SimRGB is far from the correct order since726
the values provided differ greatly both in order and value.
Table 17: Survey answers and SimQCDI versus SimRGB results for images G1-G2-G3.
SimQCDI % of votes SimRGB
G2 G3 G2 G3 G2 G3
G1 84.70 80.93 67 16 86.0 91.0
G2 – 80.55 – 17 – 87.0
727
• When comparing the art pieces H1-H2-H4, the similarities and votes gathered are shown728
by Table 18. In this situation, SimQCDI and SimRGB have similar performance, since they729
follow the order provided by the survey, (22, 32, 42), with values of SimQCDI = (82.86,730
82.90, 89.28), and SimRGB=(87, 88, 92). They both agree with the participants of the731
voting, in the same order but a bit far from the opinion of the participants in the survey.
Table 18: Survey answers and SimQCDI versus SimRGB results for images H1-H2-H4.
SimQCDI % of votes SimRGB
H2 H4 H2 H4 H2 H4
H1 89.28 82.86 46 22 92.0 87.0
H2 – 82.90 – 32 – 88.0
732
• When comparing the art pieces V1-G2 versus V1-D4, the results were those in Table 19.733
In this situation, SimQCDI and SimRGB have similar performance.734
• When comparing the art pieces D1-M2 versus D1-H2, the results obtained are those in735
Table 20. In this situation, SimQCDI and SimRGB have similar performance: same order736
and same quantisation.737
• When comparing art pieces D4-H2 versus D4-V1, the similarities and votes are those in738
Table 21. In this case, SimQCDI and SimRGB have similar performance.739
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Table 19: Survey answers and SimQCDI versus SimRGB results for V1-G2/V1-D4 pairs.
SimQCDI % of votes SimRGB
V1-G2 61.83 50 65.0
V1-D4 66.42 50 70.0
Table 20: Survey answers and SimQCDI versus SimRGB results for D1-M2/D1-H2 pairs.
1−SimQCDI % of votes SimRGB
D1-M2 37.95 76 37.0
D1-H2 23.89 24 19.0
Table 21: Survey answers and SimQCDI versus SimRGB results for D4-H2/D4-V1 pairs.
% of votes
SimQCDI similar dissimilar SimRGB
D4-H2 74.66 71 33 80.0
D4-V1 66.42 29 67 70.0
• When the survey asked the participants if M4 was more similar to D4-D5 or to M2-M5,740
and the results obtained are summarised in Table 22. In this case, SimQCDI and SimRGB741
perform similarly. However the difference between the average of SimRGB is higher (23742
points) than the difference between the averages of SimQCDI (18.21 points), while the par-743
ticipants voting is distributed approximately at 50%. SimQCDI finds out less differences744
in colour than SimRGB, as the participants do.
Table 22: Survey answers and SimQCDI versus SimRGB results for M4 with respect to D4-
D5/M2-M5.
SimQCDI % SimRGB
M4 Average of votes M4 Average
D4 81.39 85.41 49 88.0 88.0D5 89.43 88.0
M2 71.54 66.60 51 62.0 65.0M5 49.48 68.0
745
• When the survey asked the participants if D2 was more similar to G1-G2 or to V1-V3,746
the results obtained are shown by Table 23. In this case, SimQCDI and SimRGB disagree747
with the opinion of the participants, but the difference in values obtained by SimRGB is748
5.5 points, while the difference by SimQCDI is 2.4 points.749
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Table 23: Survey answers and SimQCDI versus SimRGB results for D2 with respect to G1-
G2/V1-V3.
SimQCDI % SimRGB
D2 Average of votes D2 Average
G1 78.88 78.98 10 81.0 81.5G2 79.09 82.0
V1 65.34 76.58 90 67.0 76.0V3 87.83 85.0
In summary, after comparing SimQCDI and SimRGB the main conclusions are:750
• SimQCDI is more intuitive; and751
• although the quantisation of both SimQCDI and SimRGB can be considered as equivalent,752
the comparative results obtained from the survey show that SimQCDI is slightly more753
adequate than SimRGB.754
12. Conclusions and Future Work755
A model for Qualitative Colour Description (QCD) based on HSL colour space has been756
presented and proved to name colours in a general and adaptive way by distinguishing rainbow757
colours, pale, light, and dark colours and colours in the grey scale. The relational structure of758
the QCD model is also analyzed by means of a conceptual neighbourhood diagram.759
A measure of similarity between colour names has also been defined taking into account the760
relational structure in QCD (SimQCD). SimQCD is unique and showed to fulfill interesting and761
intuitive properties to solve absolute and relative comparisons of qualitative colours.762
Furthermore, a similarity measure between colour images (SimQCDI) has been presented and763
proved: (i) to determine colour differences of art compositions belonging to the same painter; (ii)764
to identify colour similarity across authors; and (iii) to agree with most of the results of a survey765
test on these art compositions carried to participants. From the results, we conclude that, only by766
using the SimQCDI, we cannot determine if two art compositions were painted by the same artist767
or not. This could be achieved by studying the authors’ palette and formulating a classification768
algorithm which make use of learning techniques (i.e support vector machine, neural network,769
etc.). This research work is intended to be carried out by the authors in the future.770
The differences between the results of the survey test and the results of the SimQCDI ap-771
proach drove us to carry out two proofs-of-concept to investigate whether: (a) human beings772
cannot discard shapes/objects’ locations when comparing art compositions and (b) their ability773
to abstract the foreground from the background when assigning similarities. These proofs-of-774
concept confirmed those skills which contrasted with the SimQCDI approach which only consid-775
ers colour palettes. However, those proofs also concluded that SimQCDI as other colour indexing776
schemes can provide colour similarities across painters which are not perceptual for participants777
at a first sight.778
The cognitive adequacy of the QCD model has also been proved from the point of view of779
colour naming in natural language and from the point of view of the relational structures of colour780
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perception in classical theories and in psychological studies. Moreover, the SimQCD measure has781
been compared to other works in the literature. Finally, in order to study if the image similarity782
defined by the QCD model (SimQCDI) is more intuitive or consistent with human perception783
than standard colour-based image descriptors such as RGB histograms, a comparison is done.784
As future work, we intend to improve the SimQCDI similarity measure in order to reflect785
cognitive aspects found in the survey, such as: (i) avoiding the background in the comparisons;786
(ii) taking into account colour contrasts when comparing colour compositions; (iii) extending the787
similarity measure to include the shape and location of the objects in the art composition; and788
(iv) applying a learning algorithm in order to classify the art compositions by authors. Another789
important topic to study is the influence of the weights used in the SimQCD model which were790
parameterised using values as a baseline in this paper.791
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Appendix906
The RGB colour histograms of each art composition in Figure 8 are obtained and quantised
to 216 colours. The Euclidean distance between these RGB histograms has been computed [53]:
d2(h1,h2) =∑
r
∑
g
∑
b
(h1(r,g,b)−h2(r,g,b))2
This distance has been also normalised to get values between 0 and 100:
SimRGB = 100 · (1− d
MaxDistance
)
The results obtained are shown in Table 24.
Table 24: Euclidean distance applied to RGB histograms quantised to 216 colours obtained for
each art composition in Figure 8.
D2 D3 D4 D5 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
D1 78.0 77.0 81.0 79.0 76.0 72.0 76.0 81.0 80.0 82.0 81.0 83.0 79.0 75.0 59.0 63.0 57.0 82.0 69.0 63.0 62.0 75.0 61.0 68.0
D2 78.0 89.0 84.0 81.0 82.0 82.0 84.0 84.0 78.0 76.0 78.0 78.0 73.0 56.0 58.0 55.0 84.0 65.0 67.0 74.0 85.0 73.0 82.0
D3 80.0 77.0 74.0 74.0 76.0 79.0 81.0 79.0 78.0 79.0 77.0 72.0 58.0 61.0 55.0 80.0 69.0 69.0 66.0 78.0 65.0 72.0
D4 87.0 83.0 82.0 85.0 89.0 85.0 81.0 80.0 82.0 82.0 77.0 58.0 60.0 56.0 88.0 67.0 70.0 72.0 83.0 70.0 78.0
D5 77.0 76.0 78.0 82.0 80.0 77.0 75.0 77.0 76.0 72.0 56.0 58.0 55.0 88.0 65.0 64.0 67.0 80.0 68.0 74.0
G1 86.0 91.0 88.0 84.0 81.0 81.0 82.0 86.0 84.0 56.0 59.0 56.0 80.0 68.0 61.0 71.0 82.0 71.0 78.0
G2 87.0 81.0 83.0 76.0 75.0 77.0 80.0 76.0 54.0 58.0 54.0 76.0 64.0 65.0 82.0 86.0 79.0 86.0
G3 88.0 84.0 81.0 81.0 82.0 87.0 83.0 56.0 59.0 56.0 80.0 67.0 64.0 74.0 83.0 72.0 79.0
G4 87.0 86.0 85.0 86.0 87.0 84.0 59.0 61.0 58.0 87.0 71.0 66.0 67.0 81.0 66.0 75.0
G5 85.0 83.0 85.0 85.0 81.0 59.0 61.0 58.0 84.0 72.0 70.0 70.0 83.0 68.0 77.0
H1 92.0 91.0 87.0 85.0 61.0 62.0 59.0 82.0 73.0 65.0 63.0 75.0 61.0 69.0
H2 89.0 88.0 86.0 60.0 61.0 58.0 80.0 72.0 64.0 61.0 73.0 59.0 67.0
H3 87.0 84.0 62.0 62.0 59.0 83.0 74.0 65.0 64.0 76.0 62.0 70.0
H4 87.0 61.0 61.0 58.0 80.0 71.0 65.0 66.0 77.0 64.0 72.0
H5 57.0 58.0 57.0 76.0 70.0 61.0 60.0 71.0 59.0 66.0
M1 47.0 45.0 59.0 57.0 48.0 46.0 54.0 45.0 51.0
M2 47.0 62.0 54.0 50.0 50.0 60.0 50.0 55.0
M3 58.0 52.0 47.0 47.0 54.0 46.0 51.0
M4 68.0 67.0 66.0 81.0 65.0 74.0
M5 56.0 53.0 64.0 52.0 59.0
V1 61.0 63.0 53.0 62.0
V2 81.0 87.0 87.0
V3 81.0 89.0
V4 87.0
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D1 The Great Masturbator
c© Salvador Dalı´ Fundacio´ Gala-
Salvador Dalı´ / VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn 2015
D2 The Disintegration of the
Persistence of Memory, c© Sal-
vador Dalı´ Fundacio´ Gala-Salvador
Dalı´ / VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2015
D3 The enigma of desire
c© Salvador Dalı´ Fundacio´ Gala-
Salvador Dalı´ / VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn 2015
D4 Geopoliticus c© Salvador
Dalı´ Fundacio´ Gala-Salvador Dalı´ /
VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2015
D5 The Temptation of St.
Antony c© Salvador Dalı´ Fun-
dacio´ Gala-Salvador Dalı´ / VG Bild-
Kunst, Bonn 2015
G1 The Immaculate Conception,
Greco c© creative commons
G2 La adoracio´n de los pastures,
Greco c© creative commons
G3 El bautismo de Cristo,
Greco c© creative commons
G4 The Annunciation, Greco c©
creative commons
G5 View of Toledo, Greco c©
creative commons
H1 Hundertwasser 691 Irina-
land over the Balkans,1969 c© 2015
Hundertwasser Archive, Vienna
H2 Hundertwasser 745 Blobs
grow in beloved Gardens,1975 c©
2015 Hundertwasser Archive, Vi-
enna
H3 Hundertwasser 978 Rebel-
lion of the Grid,1996 c© 2015 Hun-
dertwasser Archive, Vienna
H4 Hundertwasser 630 Yellow
Houses-It hurts to wait with Love
if Love is somewhere else,1966 c©
2015 Hundertwasser Archive, Vi-
enna
H5 Hundertwasser 833 The
Road to Socialism,1982 c© 2015
Hundertwasser Archive, Vienna
M1 The Gold of the azure c©
Successio´ Miro´ / VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn 2015
M2 Woman, bird and
star c© Successio´ Miro´ / VG
Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2015
M3 Kissing c© Successio´ Miro´
/ VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2015
M4 Harlequin’s Carnival c©
Successio´ Miro´ / VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn 2015
M5 Women and bird in the
night c© Successio´ Miro´ / VG Bild-
Kunst, Bonn 2015
V1 Cacerı´a del jabalı´,
Vela´zquez c© creative commons
V2 Triunfo de Baco,
Vela´zquez c© creative commons
V3 La rendicio´n de Breda,
Vela´zquez c© creative commons
V4 Las medians, Vela´zquez c©
creative commons
V5 Las hilanderas,
Vela´zquez c© creative commons
Figure 8: Testing Scenario, art pieces by the following painters: Dalı´ (D1-5), el Greco (G1-5),
Hundertwasser (H1-5), Miro´ (M1-5) and Vela´zquez (V1-5).
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Figure 9: Miro´s L’or de l’azur aufra¨umen by U. Wehrli [42] c© Kein & Aber AG. Note that it is
Miro´’s painting M1 in Figure 8, but tidied up.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10: Comparison of colour histograms corresponding to painting M1 in Figure 8: (a) QCD
histogram, (b) continuous RGB histogram, and (c) discretised RGB histogram to 216 colours.
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